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As the landscape shifts, so does the language. Traditionally, a "professional" critic was someone who wrote in print for pay. But as full-time staff positions at newspapers and paid freelance jobs continue to disappear, critics are faced with the decision to either write for free or cease to publish. Now a signifi cant portion of the critical discourse supporting Canadian theatre occurs on a volunteer basis, most often via group criticism websites like Toronto's Mooney on Th eatre , which includes a team of twentyfi ve writers and four editors (Mooney) . (Of the criticism website editors contacted for this article, Jerry Wasserman is the only one who is able to remunerate writers; he pays some of his small group of infrequent contributors through advertising revenue.) Carly Maga, a critic at the Toronto Star and a national board member of the Canadian Th eatre Critics Association (CTCA), notes the ways in which this new ecology demands a reconsideration of what it means to be a "professional":
I think professional is increasingly referring to the frequency [with which] a critic attends performances and publishes reviews, if the publication adheres to the professional standards of editing, copy-editing, and fact-checking, and if the critic contributes to ongoing critical discussions outside of written reviews.
A passion for the craft, training, and analytical sophistication also fi gure prominently in others' defi nitions; critic and York University professor Don Rubin notes, "A professional critic is one who has experience and training in and love for theatre as an art form, who writes seriously about the art of theatre and who cares deeply enough about it to do so regularly. Some professional critics even get paid." Th e take-away here is that there is no one catch-all definition for the "professional" theatre critic, but the term is now most often linked to the regularity with which a writer produces reviews and his or her given media outlet's editorial standards, regardless of where the work is published (be it a personal blog or print publication) or whether the critic is fi nancially compensated. Granted, labels are merely that, but, as the later discussion of critical hierarchies will demonstrate, there are benefi ts to being viewed as a "professional." 
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Binary thinking is hard to resist when it comes to a term like professional . Th e greatest insult you can launch at most twenty-fi rstcentury critics, however, is not amateur but blogger . Th e ubiquity of blogs in the mid-2000s, before the landscape's evolutionary thinning, saw the term become permanently associated with lesser writers.
2 As Ava Baccari wrote in a 2011 article about her one-time professor and former Globe and Mail theatre critic Kamal Al-Solaylee:
A funny thing happened with the rise of the blog forumsuddenly everyone became a critic. Th at proliferation of unfi ltered, amateur voices spouting personal opinions online fractured criticism-in the arts world … -into professional (read: employed) and blogger (also: your neighbour) camps, a distinction that Toronto writer and editor Kamal Al-Solaylee, a card-carrying member of the former, insists permanently separates full-time, salaried critics from well, everyone else with a WordPress account (or "reviewer," his consolatory off er).
Reviewer is the lesser of the semantic slights, implying a more utilitarian, less analytical, thumbs-up/thumbs-down style of writer. And, while blogger accurately represents those who write independent blog posts, its negative connotations have led online critics who author their own websites to self-identify through other terms. British blog author Andrew Haydon coined the phrase writer-on-theatre as an alternative that skirts the derogatory underpinnings linked to the b -word.
Th e word critic is no less complicated, encompassing multiple functions. While reviewers fall under the term's umbrella, so do public intellectuals. Th ough the idea of the public intellectual has existed since the Enlightenment, the term was coined by Russell Jacoby in 1987 to refer to "writers and thinkers who address a general and an educated audience" (5). Recently, their work is increasingly being associated with academics; nonetheless, non-academics like Susan Sontag and Gore Vidal have also played the role. Public intellectuals who focus on theatre are dedicated to situating performance in the broader sociopolitical context. Th ey prompt and fuel public debates by crafting accessible essays that think through issues such as funding, protocol, and the politics of representation in contemporary theatre. Fannina Waubert de Puiseau, a dramaturg and performance-maker, initially became aware of Canada's appetite for a diff erent kind of criticism in 2014 when she wrote her fi rst blog post, "How Canadian Th eatre Is Killing Itself." Her piece questions how theatre in Canada is engaging its audience, arguing emphatically in a manifesto format that by relegating spectators to the role of consumers rather than viewing them as participants in the meaning-making process, theatremakers are failing to challenge both the public and themselves:
OUR DRIVE FOR PROFIT AND GROWTH literally builds passive one way streets between artists and spectators, turning artists into providers and audiences into receptacles , thus annihilating the very foundation on which theatre can only exist: active, two-(or more!) way relationships. Th eatre is MORE than a transfer of goods and services to purchaser. Audiences are MORE than customers.
Within a day, Waubert de Puiseau's post was viewed over 3,400 times and provoked an impassioned online discussion (Waubert de Puiseau, E-mail). Th e importance of this type of politicized criticism hinges on the writer's ability to incite conversations and re-frame how we think. In the online responses following Waubert de Puiseau's piece, Toronto director/administrator Joanne Williams addressed another commenter, writing, "Th e take away for me from this is that making theatre accessible above all, that Jerry Wasserman ( Vancouverplays.com ):
The role of the public intellectual should be to bridge the gap between the academy, with its narrowcast specializations and often esoteric language, and that element of the public that is interested in and cares about ideas, culture, and the broader life of the community that includes, but extends beyond, electoral politics and consumer affairs. It's work that should aim in both directions: the public intellectual should speak back to the professional intellectual community from the public ground as much as he or she should help translate and transmit that community's ideas to the lay public. I think people are really hungry for a new kind of theatre criticism in Canada. Discussions like the one that erupted around my article or Factory Theatre's idea of excluding the press from opening nights are just a couple of indicators of that hunger. So to fi nd people to read your work isn't actually all that hard, as long as they know the work is out there.
As a basic rule, my writing is deeply rooted in notions of readership: I write for people, not for myself. My writing is a kind of dialogue with a public that I imagine (as opposed to a public that I know already exists). I write with passion and love for my work, and I think that I'm read by people who feel the same way. Ultimately, my writing aims to affect people on a human level-much like the theatre itself. In other words, criticism, to me, is part of my profession as a dramaturg: if we want the theatre to have a place at the centre of society-a popular, non-elitist medium-then we need a kind of criticism that refl ects that; a kind of criticism that is "popular" without sacrifi cing sophistication. ctr 168 fall 2016
Mapping the New Critical Terrain | FEATURES making our primary concern be whether the audience will 'get it,' hurts us." Williams concludes, "We need to make creative, brave, imaginative work that lets our audience in, certainly, but gives them something to think about, something to engage them, and invite them to fi ll in details and create images and inventions in their minds" (in Waubert de Puiseau, "How"). In inspiring this reaction, Waubert de Puiseau is not amassing a readership but cultivating one. Her writing is a form of artistic activism; "How Canadian Th eatre Is Killing Itself " familiarizes readers with the experiential possibilities of postdramatic theatre and creates a dialogue surrounding the genre's broader potential as an interactive text. Other writers performing similar work in the Canadian blogosphere include playwright Daniel Karasik and actor Alexander Off ord, both of whom were inspired to write blog posts responding to Waubert de Puiseau's open letter to the Canadian government on the fragile state of the theatre arts. Th ough not a blog writer, Erin Brubacher has also contributed to these conversations through a blog post that examines the politics of female representation in Karasik's play Little Death . Th is post inspired her to extend the discussion via an inter-artist Q&A relay on Facebook (excerpts of which are featured as a slide show at canadiantheatrereview.com accompanying this print issue).
Beyond the terms defi ning contemporary Canadian theatre criticism, the form and perceived rules are also shifting. Th ose whose bylines fi rst appeared in print newspapers will be acquainted with the expectations often associated with traditional reviews: be brief (approximately 500 words per review), avoid the fi rst person, and be objective. Length is perhaps the most signifi cant shift appearing on new criticism websites compared to the traditional review format. Longer reviews are the norm for the generation of critics who have cut their teeth exclusively online. Th ese extended reviews are not the result of poor writing or an inability to harness an economic writing style; instead, they demonstrate a breadth of analysis rarely seen in the traditional format (which is often limited to an attention-grabbing lede, a brief plot synopsis, and the details of the production the critic deems most pertinent to an "is it worth seeing?" verdict).
Th e website Th e New Ottawa Critics , founded by a group of current and former University of Ottawa students educated in the arts, exemplifi es many aspects of this new style, particularly Brianna McFarlane's 1,000-word review of the Great Canadian Th eatre Company (GCTC)'s staging of Nicolas Billon's Butcher . She delivers a thoughtful assessment of the production, evaluating each actor's work in detail. Where Ottawa Citizen critic Patrick Langston calls Samantha Madely's performance "wooden," McFarlane delves deeper, unpacking the alienating eff ect of the actor's vocal quality to note that its distancing eff ect may, in fact, be purposeful, serving to illustrate the character's allegorical function as a stand-in for the Greek Furies (McFarlane, "'Butcher'"). In addition, McFarlane's review speaks more broadly to the play's themes, including North America's profound inability to register atrocities overseas in a meaningful way. She also references questions 
surrounding how youth-friendly the GCTC's past programming has been, casting Butcher as a departure:
[T]he story fi nally pertains directly to the world that us millennials, as it were, are currently growing up in and being formed (and informed) by. Butcher , more than any other piece I've seen recently produced by the GCTC, encourages us to take a deeper look at how desensitized we've become to worldly tragedies until we fi nd ourselves directly implicated in one.
In this, she off ers a further hallmark of the new criticism: freedom from the pursuit of objectivity. Acknowledgement that objectivity is unattainable has allowed burgeoning critics to speak authoritatively from their specifi c age, gender, and/or ethnic positions, lending their reviews a valuable transparency. As McFarlane comments, the contributors to Th e New Ottawa Critics are "not uncomfortable with the idea of approaching criticism from a more personal and/or individual perspective … (i.e. we are not concerned so much about letting our 'subjectivities' show)" (E-mail). What, then, are the "rules" governing contemporary theatre criticism? While the CTCA has a code of ethics, membership in this organization is not required by any news outlets or criticism websites, nor does it serve a legitimating function. A survey of Canadian theatre criticism across platforms will demonstrate that, whether knowingly or not, most established criticism outlets follow the central guidelines articulated by the CTCA, among them not exploiting the critic's position and supporting critical points of view with specifi c examples from the production in question. If, however, a critic does overstep these boundaries, the discursive nature of contemporary criticism has a self-regulatory function. When Jamie Portman of the Capital Critics' Circle left after ten minutes of Jocelyn Todd's Ottawa Fringe dance piece Damaged Goods and proceeded to publish an eighty-seven-word review, Wes Babcock of Th e New Ottawa Critics took him to task. Babcock wrote his own critique of Portman's review, "Jamie Portman, What Have You Done?," citing the CTCA's code, what he saw as Portman's disrespect for the artists involved, and the potential damage Portman may have done to the critical community's reputation.
One CTCA guideline does seem to have taken on greater importance of late. Th ough not an offi cial tenet of the code, the preamble states that membership "off ers no license to insult, ridicule or denigrate artists." Contemporary theatre criticism is, in many ways, about dialogue, with reviews often launching immediate, unedited online conversations rather than representing the fi rst and simultaneously last word on a production. McFarlane sees critics' availability for this dialogue as a factor in the appeal of the new criticism:
It appears as though social media gives the reader a more direct opportunity to interact with the writer without necessarily being obstructed or guided by some sort of governing body such as a dominant editing staff or the publication itself. An individual reader (or artist) can engage with an individual critic (or collection of critics) in a most direct and immediate matter, which has defi nitely changed the traditional artist-critic. (E-mail) Given the dialogic status quo, many critics are careful to pen reviews marked by the same respect and civility they would hope to see in the comments sections of their reviews or on social media. Of her guidelines for contributors, Megan Mooney, editor of the group criticism website Mooney on Th eatre , writes, "Th ere are people who just want to see a show trashed, and I get it, it can be fun to write like that. Sometimes the best lines are the nasty ones, but I don't want it in my publication.… [O] bviously talk about the things you don't like but do it respectfully-be specifi c, be clear it is your opinion, be clear it was your experience." By taking signifi cant care to ensure their criticism is engaging but constructive, critics are making a pre-emptive strike against online attacks. Nevertheless, setting an example is not always enough. In response to some unpublishable, anonymous responses directed at writers, Mooney has created a strict commenting policy for her website:
Comments should adhere to the same philosophy as MoT , be respectful, if you have commentary for the writer, if you disagree, that's fi ne and welcomed, but be respectful about it. Don't just say the writer is wrong (or incompetent, or any number of colourful adjectives which will make your comment unpublishable), say you disagree and why.
For some editors, guidelines like these are a necessary line of defence against trolling-the posting of infl ammatory or off ensive comments, often by anonymous respondents, with the intention of upsetting and/or provoking other users. Most critics active on social media, particularly women, are acquainted with this form of online bullying. Many link it to Twitter 's waning popularity. Digital word of mouth-otherwise known as sharing through platforms like Facebook and Twitter -is a quick way to disseminate reviews and build awareness of new voices in criticism; when an individual posts a review or an essay, they are recommending its content to their network of friends and followers. Th is is not an Don Rubin (CTCA and IATC board member):
The CTCA is the Canadian branch of the International Association of Theatre Critics (IATC). It serves as a professional communications centre for those seriously interested in and involved in critical writing. CTCA does not certify nor consecrate anyone or anything. It is a clearing house for conversation among those working in the fi eld. If one is writing regularly, one can be a member. That said, it does adhere to IATC's Code of Ethics. In fact, the two Canadian centres-CTCA and the Quebec Association-were instrumental in writing that international code, which is now part of the membership guidelines for critics in some sixty countries around the world. IATC also holds international seminars for aspiring and established critics and has its own international web journal: critical-stages.org . ctr 168 fall 2016 Th is type of social media sharing was what led Waubert de Puiseau's fi rst blog post to go viral. She comments, "To reach people and get them to read your work can't be done without tools like Facebook and Twitter for dissemination" (E-mail).
While Mooney employed social media to build her readership, she did so in a diff erent way. Initially, she acted as a cultural curator, using her Twitter feed to post arts journalism she found interesting or particularly relevant:
When I started a Twitter account, I was very active in lots of discussions, lots of engagement. Th at was important to me. Th e Twitter account was also diff erent for me than the publication itself. While MoT is very strictly (and purposefully) focused on theatre in Toronto, I made the conscious decision to give the Twitter account, which initially was just my account, a national focus. I made a point of highlighting productions and interesting writing and interesting conversations from all over the country. I sourced a ton of stuff about Canadian theatre and put it out there. I got a great response and built some really great relationships across the country through it. (E-mail) Mauritian-Canadian theatre and dance critic Jenna Shummoogum, a blog author and writer for Calgary's GetDown.ca , has noted another means of building a readership for her personal reviewing website, jennashummoogum.com. Shummoogum, who has also contributed to the Calgary Herald and Avenue Magazine Online , launched her website in 2013 to establish a professional platform where readers could access all of her reviews, including those published independently. On making a name for her website, she comments:
I have built traction and a reputation with my website by putting out good work and also leveraging other media.… Having my reviews published by other media including in print for the Calgary Herald has built my reputation as a reliable critic, and because my work has appeared in other publications (and I was compensated for that work) it allows me to have more legitimacy as a professional critic for my website. (E-mail) Having become familiar to readers through established media outlets, Shummoogum has used this connection to signal her expertise and gather online followers for her personal criticism site.
Th e importance of individual critics to theatre companies is directly proportionate to the size of their readerships. Speaking on the February 2014 panel "Th e Changing Face of Th eatre Criticism in the Digital Age" at Brock University, the Shaw Festival's then-public relations director, Odette Yazbeck, noted that print critics are the fi rst to receive complimentary tickets at Shaw and remain at the top of the critical hierarchy in terms of the theatre company's return on investment (Neaves) . Th is is largely due to print's wide distribution; all print newspapers are accompanied by online editions. Also, subscribers to print newspapers tend to have the disposable income necessary to purchase theatre tickets.
Richard Ouzounian (former theatre critic, Toronto Star ):
The three most valuable things you can tell someone in the world are: For me, social media is the most logical transition for theatre criticism in this ever-changing landscape. We are often told that the most effective form of advertising is via word of mouth, and social media to some degree mimics that kind of interaction. Further, in regard to building a readership and traction, the major pillars of social media ( Facebook , Twitter , Instagram ) mean that there are at least three predominant avenues through which you can publish your work and advertise your product. This gives an independent writer the opportunity to cross-pollinate in terms of readership but also allows them appeal to those individuals who use only one social media engine.
So, despite print media's declining advertising revenue and extreme economic struggles, such as the $670 million debt faced by Postmedia (Walkom) , its staff critics have the most consistent reader bases and, therefore, the greatest potential economic value to theatre producers. Next down on most theatre companies' lists of critics to comp are those who produce digital reviews and either are concurrently writing in print or have established their reputations in paper publications before publishing independently online. Critics like Jenna Shummoogum and Jerry Wasserman ( Vancouverplays.com ) fi t this bill. Th ese critics are likely to receive complimentary press tickets, as they fi rst became familiar with publicists as critics employed by established print outlets and have brought followers with them online. For bloggers, who are most often defi ned by theatre companies as critics who write online exclusively and are not tethered to established group criticism websites, Twitter and Facebook follower numbers provide marketers with a sense of the possible return on their investment. Th e (Vancouver) Arts Club Th eatre Company's publicist, Amy Lynn Strilchuk, comments, "Th e number of social media followers/fans a member of our media has is a huge factor in whether or not I comp them into a show." Th is hierarchy further manifests itself through the number of free tickets accorded to specifi c critics. At Shaw, bloggers receive a single ticket while members of the reviewing press (the "professionals") receive two (Yazbeck in Leno). Despite its position in the hierarchy, online criticism is where some younger critics have built reputations that have led to print jobs. Maga, who now works for the Toronto Star , caught her future employer's attention through online criticism; J. Kelly Nestruck published reviews on his personal blog before contributing to the National Post , the Guardian , and the Globe and Mail (Leno) . Both remain active online beyond their respective newspaper positions, maintaining a presence on the platform where their long-term careers will most likely unfold. As Canadian theatre criticism negotiates the shifting media landscape, there are signifi cant challenges that demand continued attention. In print, criticism is largely the domain of white males despite the Toronto Star 's hiring of Brock assistant professor Karen Fricker (also the co-editor of this issue) and York graduate student Maga to fi ll the theatre critic role as of March 2016. Established in 2011 by John Coulbourn, Richard Ouzounian, Robert Cushman, and J. Kelly Nestruck, the Toronto Th eatre Critics Association, a self-governed, award-granting circle, will now include its fi rst vote-holding female members. 4 In terms of theatre criticism produced online, there are more female writers, but the scene remains largely monocultural (MacArthur) . Th e way to challenge these disparities involves speaking up about how the relevant institutions and infrastructures defi ning criticism are out of sync with contemporary Canadian society, and being active in making individual changes. For example, when it came to reviewing the contentious Firehall Arts Centre/Haberdashery Th eatre Company production of Stephen Adly Guirgis's Th e Motherfucker with the Hat , which saw two characters that "were written very specifi cally as Latinos" (Guirgis) played by non-Latinx performers, 5 the website Vancouverplays.com included a review by its founder and chief, Jerry Wasserman, but also solicited a critique from Manuela Sosa, a Latinx performer, who wrote:
As a Latina, watching non-Latino/a actors play Latino/a roles was challenging.… [W]hat stood out to me was an apparent disconnect between Guirgis' words and their meaning to the performers.… Th e weight of the Spanish words does not land because the actors, regardless of their talent, lack the cultural experience needed to access their meaning in its entirety.
Sosa's personal experience allowed her to speak to the Vancouver staging of Th e Motherfucker with the Hat from a diff erent perspective, which elucidated what she felt was lost in the production's casting.
6 By no means is this a comprehensive solution to the lack of diverse voices populating the contemporary critical terrain, but, Jenna Shummoogum (jennashummoogum.com):
Theatre is about telling stories, and our culture is richer if there is a diversity of voices telling their stories. And theatre critics help in building that audience. If you don't build the audience, who are you creating this art for? … I'm the only woman with a different cultural background on the Calgary Theatre Critics' Awards panel, and I can see that importance when we talk about different plays. I provide a perspective that the other critics don't have. If we want to change the current landscape of theatre criticism, we have to solve the problem of supporting theatre criticism as a legitimate job within new media and having diversifi ed voices within that realm.
Rodrigo Flores ( Joyful Magpies ):
I think the lack of diversity in Canadian theatre criticism is largely due to cultural attitudes toward theatre. From my own personal experience and observations as a second-generation Latino Canadian, there's the idea that going to the theatre is an exclusively white, middle-class activity. The plays are about white people, the actors are white, and the ticket prices are so high only white audiences can afford them. Even today, I still feel a strange alienation when I go to the theatre and see myself as one of only a handful of visible minorities.
What reason do individuals from ethnically diverse backgrounds have to start writing about something that doesn't belong to them? The problem seems to go beyond Canadian theatre criticism itself. Is the answer to attract new audiences with greater representation in both casting and programming? Maybe. Considering that we pride ourselves in an (imagined) cultural mosaic, Canadian theatre ought to represent the country's growing multicultural population. Canadian theatre criticism might see more diversity when audience members become interested in not only watching but also discussing stories relevant to their experiences. ctr 168 fall 2016
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We also need to fi nd improved ways of supporting the independent critical landscape beyond simply supplying its writers with complimentary theatre tickets. As discussed in the winter issue of the CTCA's journal Critically Speaking , appealing to the Canada Council for the Arts to fund some of this work would be an initial step (Hunt, Maga, and Nestruck 15 their research publicly through blogs; nonetheless, as Princeton professor Jill Dolan, the author of the Feminist Spectator blog, has observed, universities admire public intellectuals enough to promote their writing on departmental websites "but not quite enough to reward it with salary merit increases, which are still weighted toward peer-reviewed research." We need to highlight the value of this work for our institutions as it functions as research, artistic praxis, and public outreach. Finally, critics writing for mainstream publications have the responsibility of directing their readerships toward the lively theatre conversations unfolding online. While those connected with the vast network of Canadian artists and theatre academics on Facebook are aware of the strong work being produced by #CdnCult Times (supported by Neworld Th eatre in association with Praxis Th eatre and the National Arts Centre), the GCTC's investment in embedded criticism, and events like Brubacher's aforementioned inter-artist Facebook Relay Interview, this discourse is not readily available to the broader public. By participating in the blogosphere's active culture of hyperlinking as well as providing recommendations on which theatre blogs and websites to follow, mainstream print critics will connect their readers to a vital critical conversation, one that will undoubtedly shape, enrich, and redefi ne theatre criticism in the decades to come. 
Notes

